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Stepping up to the mark
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Dealing with Harassment & 

Illegal Eviction.



Dave Hickling, 

Chair, 

Association of Tenancy Relations Officers.

Legal and Policy Officer,

Private Housing Standards

Sheffield City Council.

Thank you for inviting me!
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Harassment and 
illegal eviction: 
Consequences 
of sudden / 
traumatic illegal 
loss of home

• Loss of home 

• Homelessness

• Loss of pride

• Sense of 
powerlessness

• Fear and anxiety

• Stress

• Upheaval 

• Shock

• Uncertainty
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The fit with fitness and other PRS regulatory 
duties 

• Harassment / Illegal Eviction
= very significant & imminent risk to 
health, safety & well-being of tenants

• Damage done to effective Housing 
Act 04 enforcement: 

- tenant fear
- actual illegal eviction

- disappearing tenants
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Licensing 

• extension of HMO licensing 

• more and more Selective Licensing

Statutory duty to assess fitness of 
landlords and managers and whether 
management arrangements are 
satisfactory

- breaches of landlord and tenant law

- competence  

• The rogue-iest of rogue landlords do 
this stuff!!
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• Introduction of  Banning Orders 

• Extension of Rent Repayment 
Orders provide an added

incentive to take enforcement of PfEA seriously

- LA can assist a tenant to claim a year’s rent not 
covered by benefit

- LA must consider making a RRO claim for rent 
that did attract benefit

• & …………………
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.……….….penalties following 
prosecution can be significant!
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Deterrence and prevention
• Value of each prosecution is not in the individual 

case

• Early intervention crucial for prevention

• Effective deterrence crucial to those interventions

• Broader strategic value: 

deter ‘even the thought of breaking the law!’

• Important to link with advice & advocacy services 
for help with benefit and debt issues 
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Challenges
Complicated civil law issues to be aware of: 

• Lawfully residing? Issues around e.g.

o Sub tenants

o Tenants who may have left

o Tenants who have given notice

oOccupiers left in premises by a tenant who has left

• Excluded occupier? (though n.b. excluded 

occupiers can still be victim of PfEA offence) 

oOccupiers with resident landlords

oCharity or not for profit Hostel occupiers

80% - 90% cases straight forward but remainder can lead to 
potentially costly mistakes (credibility / financial?)  
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Challenges
• Evidence: proving events

• Lack of investigative powers  
- H Act s.235-7

- access to Tenancy Deposit data

• Reluctant witnesses

• Reluctant Legal teams!

• Lack of funding

• Unreliable and inconsistent sentencing

Not a police job: Cowan v. Chief Constable of Avon and 
Somerset [2001] EWCA H.L.R. 44.
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Solutions
• Specialised Officers 

with the right:
o training, 

o knowledge, 

o inter-personal skills

o appetite!

• More effective investigative powers
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Solutions:  sentencing

Sentencing:

• ensure impact on victim made clear to 

court e.g. victim personal statements

• briefings for Magistrates

• General guideline for offences without specific guidelines

(1st October 2019):

o harm to the victim  and culpability of offender

o can consider guidelines for ‘analogous’ offences 

(adjusting for different maximum sentences and  different 
elements of the offence, e.g. Harassment Act 1997?)
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Solutions
• Funding

- local level, recognise that the 
human costs of illegal eviction 
have financial costs: homelessness 
mental and physical health

• Agreed prosecution policy / political and senior officer 
commitment and supporting procedures

• Positive publicity

• Transmit your enthusiasm and 

don’t be afraid to lose.

• Investigation of offences  statutory duty
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A New Deal for Renting – abolition of section 21 

Government intention to repeal section 21 of the 

Housing Act 1988:

• an end to ‘no-fault’ evictions

• more stability, protecting tenants 

from having to make frequent moves

at short notice, and enabling them to 

put down roots and plan for the future

Raises the stakes!

Likely that landlords will have more motivation and 
more to gain from illegal eviction
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Rising to the challenge
With or without, section 21,  prosecuting harassment 
and illegal eviction offences should be a priority for all 
local authorities in tacking rogue landlords.

• protect the health and well being of its people 

• and to promote stable and fairer communities

• promote basic human right of respect for the home

• to uphold justice

Local authorities must rise to the challenge and really 
should have little choice about that.
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